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Hip Hop, in the form of ghetto urban, militant suburban, and uncontrolable urges. 16 MP3 Songs HIP

HOP/RAP: Alternative Hip Hop, URBAN/R&B: R&B Rap mix Details: Out of the night that covets the sun

James Christos has arrived, and the dawn of a new era has begun. A true Lyricist and innovative

producer, Christos embodies a style of music, which stimulates the senses to unparalleled levels and

captures the attention of all within listening range. Born in the Bay Area of Northern California, Christos

has been heavily influenced by the music of the bay Areas pioneering urban rap artists and producers.

Christos had his first experience with hip hop as an assistant to his stepfather who was and still is one of

the premier club D.J.s in the bay area. At the age of nine Christos started developing original Lyrics for

raps that he would perform at school to entertain classmates. The energetic response that he would

receive from classmates supplied Christos with the uncontrollable appetite to create songs that would

allow him to experience the rush of making arms raise, heads nod and hearts race. As a teenager

Christos relocated to Kansas City, Mo. As a result of the culture shock presented by this move, he delved

deep into himself as an escape from an insecure existence as an outcast in his newly inherited

environment. It is during this time that he spent countless hours listening to classic rhythm and blues and

soul music as well as classic and contemporary rock. It is also during this time that Christos began to

develop a. deep appreciation for the arrangement of musical compositions. At the age of fourteen he took

his first steps in the production of music by taking sections from classic rhythm and blues songs and

repeatedly recording them to tape in an effort to create one continuous instrumental. Both the "influence

of the bay Area and Kansas City play a critical role in the formulation of the music that Christos has come

to create. When asked to describe his style bf music he states" it's a combination of ghetto urban, militant

suburban and uncontrollable urges, or simply, my life in the form of music". His electrical studio
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performance is only matched by his highly energetic stage performance. The music that James Christos

has brought to the world is guaranteed to allow him to leave his mark as one of the most Innovative and

diverse, Lyricist, producers and all around entertainers ever.
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